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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the proper process for an Apex Unit Test
A. Create data for testing. Execute runAllTests(). Verify that the results are correct.
B. Create data for testing. Call the method being tested. Verify that the results are correct.
C. Query for test data using SeeAllData = true. Execute runAllTests(). Verify that the results are
correct.
D. Query for test data using SeeAllData = true. Call the method being tested. Verify that the
results are correct.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician is trying to integrate the Avaya Contact Recorder (ACR) with the Avaya
[email&#160;protected] Contact Center in a SIP-based Contact Center.
What information is required to get the Avaya [email&#160;protected] Contact Center to
communicate with the Avaya Contact Recorder? (Choose three.)
A. Avaya [email&#160;protected] Contact Center Meridian Link Services IP Address
B. Communication Control Toolkit username
C. Communication Control Toolkit IP address
D. Application Enablement Services IP address
E. Communication Control Toolkit Windows Domain details
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
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